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Introduction 
The merits of having a single development and testing team working on IT solutions 
(particularly product development) were recognized in SITARA’s Synergy Approach™ 
back in 1995. After experiencing several avoidable mistakes from maintaining an 
independent verification and validation team, The Synergy Approach™ advocated joint 
product development by both the development and testing teams. The project 
organization structure that was proposed in the Synergy Approach™ was also very 
different from conventional organization structures, where pools of subject matter 
experts are established to work synergistically on product outcomes and is represented 
in the Implementation Strategy.  
 
 

Existing Status 
New. This concept has recently found favor with the Capability Maturity Model® 
Integrated for Systems Engineering/Software Engineering/Integrated Product and 
Process Development, Version 1.02. The proposed solution will also assist in supporting 
other process areas such as Organizational Environment for Integration and Integrated 
Project Management. 
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For a software development initiative to qualify as a “discipline”, activities that can be 
considered neutral to who executes it but depends upon a methodical process of 
execution is required to be established. Such a process would have well articulated set 
of activities that govern development and subsequent maintenance of software. You not 
only document what you do but do what is documented as – the process. Such a 
process that is broken up into manageable chunks of execution, called phases, would 
describe those activities that will be performed on well-defined inputs after verifying the 
entry criteria. Deliverables at the end of each phase would then be archived after 
reviewing to detect any errors. The development process is NOT intended to be a 
software life cycle of its own.  Experiences with existing best practices coupled with 
practical needs from the many development projects that were undertaken have been 
the major inputs in defining an illustrative process. The reason for calling it the 
“Synergy Approach™” is simple: I perceive a need - 
 
“To provide a humanizing element to a disciplined software development process that 
encourages spirit of teamwork and interdependence while emphasizing automation of 
transitions across phases”.  
 
To answer, “How is the Synergy Approach different from the Waterfall Model, V Model 
and the Spiral Model?” - it would be necessary to review these models against the 
Synergy Approach. 
 
In the waterfall, you sequentially execute phases one after another by “falling through” 
the lifecycle of development. Synergy Approach accommodates the real life situation of 
continuous change that the Waterfall Model cannot address. By doing away with 
separate verification and validation activities of the V model, it exploits synergy of the 
team to build robust solutions. By having the entire team, both development and testing 
provide perspectives based reviews of each phase of the life cycle to assist in 
harmonizing the different activities and the deliverables, it reduces the need to iterate 
among phases that is addressed by the spiral model – but when poorly managed, can 
lead to the death spiral! In providing all these advantages, the Synergy Approach 
improves the “quality” of the end of phase deliverables by doing the right thing right the 
first time. And unless you follow the project team structure that is suggested in this 
proposal on Technical Pool Organization, you will not be able to get it right. 
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1.0 Introduction 

 
The illustrative lifecycle that will be used in this proposal is a “common-sense” approach 
to breaking down complexity. The governing idea behind the Synergy Approach is to 
build a quality product with the help of software development professionals who are 
motivated by the spirit of "interdependence and team-work".  As the competition to 
excel as a premier software company heats up, it becomes very important to deliver a 
quality product (near zero defect software), which has in it all the virtues to please not 
just the customer but also the end-user, besides being delivered on time meeting the 
market window of the product.  The only hope available for us to meet these demands 
is to exploit the synergistic outcome of putting to use the very best available in each one 
of us and to build teams or pools of expertise and wisdom.  And, these teams will be 
geared towards interdependence and teamwork while emphasizing "automation" of as 
much of the tasks involved in achieving the goal of producing "quality software 
products".  These teams will also be responsible to create repositories or reuse libraries 
of all the automated solutions emerging from their group.  One of the key elements in 
such an effort is "effective communication" among the groups or pools of expertise.  
This can happen if the end-of-phase deliverables or configuration items are well 
documented in a consistent fashion so as to be easily understood by peer reviewers.    
 
Reviews are quality checkpoints where errors are trapped.  All configuration items shall 
be reviewed until all known defects are zero.  A "defect" is defined as "errors" that have 
escaped a phase into the next one.  Stated differently, "Any undetected error is a 
defect".   
 

 
2.0 The Synergy Approach™ 

 
Keeping psychologist George Miller’s famous magic number of 7+/-2 linear simplification 
of a complex process, this approach is made up of six phases culminating with the final 
customer approval.  Each phase will have end-of-phase deliverables that will go through 
a formal peer review.  And the modus operandi to conduct formal peer reviews will be 
described in a separate presentation. 
 
Reviews of each of the end of phase deliverable are conducted to weed out errors and 
defects from the configuration items.  And, customer involvement in as many of the end 
of phase reviews as possible is a very desirable step and should be scheduled in the 
project plan.  A configuration item is a peer-reviewed work product that would be 
archived at the end of each phase.  If there are changes to the configuration item as a 
result of changed customer requirements, a well-defined version control mechanism that 
would be under the control of the "software configuration manager" (SCM) or by the 
project manager himself (PM) – if it is a small team, will have to be undertaken.  The 
software configuration manager of a software development team can also be the 
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technical lead of the project, also called as the software systems engineer (SSE). Note 
that in the best-executed projects, these are role-plays and not titles that people carry. 
 
The Synergy Approach™ identifies an illustrative process to comprise of the following 
phases. The reason it is called an illustrative process is because, tailoring must be 
exercised as an option. 
 
1. Requirements Definition Phase 
2. Requirements Analysis and High Level Design Phase 
3. Detailed Design Phase 
4. Coding or Implementation Phase 
5. Code Standardization and Unit Testing Phase 
6. System Integration and System Testing Phase 
7. α β Testing and Customer Approval Phase 
 
This approach is illustrated in the figure. 
 
It is very important to note that the spirit and purpose of the synergy approach is very 
different from the commonly used models.  In both the Waterfall and the V models, two 
separate teams conduct the development and the testing activities “independently”.  
This approach does not augur well in practice.  Oftentimes, with such independence 
governed by the principal motivating factor for the testing team coming from - “a test 
case must break the system”, leads to needless conflicts with the production of near 
zero defect software with emphasis on reduced cycle times. This is because; the amount 
of quality and robustness that can be built into a product in the software system-testing 
phase is expensive and extremely difficult if not impossible.  Imagine the consequences 
of having to redo the design as a consequence of system test reports that gets 
generated almost when the product has to be shipped!  The promotion of the thought of 
an “independent product development and test team” does not hold in a zero defect 
software development environment.   
 
In reality, one must question the philosophy governing such an approach namely, “the 
test team will develop system test cases independent from the development team and 
will subject the product with these cases till it breaks”.  The intention is good, “to think 
of situations that the software will operate in and come up with test cases that might 
have been overlooked by the development team”, but the execution will almost always 
be poor.  The goal of the test team is most definitely not to point out mistakes but to 
help to correct them and think “with” the development team of the various scenarios 
that software solutions may encounter.  If zero defect software is the goal, then the test 
team must work in union, in a synergistic way to help the development team build 
quality into the product design.  Besides, nothing much can be gained from having the 
mistake being pointed out during the system-testing phase when it could have been 
eliminated much earlier.  The point that is being made is, “a stitch in time saves nine” 
and execution of each phase must be approached by the “team” in an interdependent 
fashion (NOTE: the identity of a development team that is separate from the test team 
does NOT exist in the Synergy Approach™). 
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Brief Implementation Strategy 
1.0 Technical Pool organization 

 
Some of the key areas in which software development effort will require expertise are 
the following: 
 
 - Graphical User Interfaces 
 - Configuration Management and Computer Languages 
 - Software Tool Support and Network Administration 
 - System Integration and System Testing 
 - Software Quality Assurance and Metric Collection 
 - Databases 
 - Domain  
 - Vendor Support Information and In-house tool development  
 - Programming Languages and Unit Testing 
 
The idea behind this organization is to build in-house subject matter experts (SME) who 
will work interdependently to provide software solutions with the following project 
organization structure. 
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2.0 Project Organization Structure 
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Support Requirements 
- Willingness to change the project organization structure 
- Training on Integrated Teaming and related process areas on CMMI-SE/SW/IPPD 

 

Case Studies 
Well tried out on several product development initiatives. 
 

EMAIL ID Raghav_nandyal@SITARATECH.com 

 


